
Portable gas detectors you can count on

Portable multi gas detector that can run continuously for 2 months without a recharge 
due to advanced infrared sensing technology.  The Multi Gas Clip’s infrared LEL sensor is 
immune to sensor poisoning and detects gas even in inert environments.  Features: one 
year calibration cycle - easy one button operation - fails to safe to assure protection - full 
datalogging at one second intervals - high viewing angle alphanumeric LCD display - 
compatible with the simple-to-use Multi Gas Clip Dock or Multi Gas Clip Dock Wall Mount.

Tests for combustible gases (LEL), H2S, CO and O2

Also available in Pellistor and 2 gas versions, specs vary

Compact multi gas detector with internal sampling pump that runs for up to 52 hours 
continuously on one charge due to low-power photometric technology.  Perfect for confined 
space entry monitoring.  Features: calibration once yearly - infrared LEL sensor that is immune 
to poisoning & doesn’t require oxygen to detect gas - 75 ft. draw capability through secure 
stainless steel gas inlet - ergonomic design for optimum comfort - easy one button operation - 
fails to safe - compatible with MGC Pump Clip Dock or MGC Pump Clip Dock Wall Mount.

Tests for combustible gases (LEL), H2S, CO and O2

Also available in Pellistor and 2 gas versions, specs vary

                                                                                                                                                                            
    No charging ever.  No calibration necessary.
Turn on the detector and have worry free assurance of detection of toxic and combustible gases 24/7 
for years without charging or calibrating over and over again.  No changing of sensors or batteries 
either.  Extremely low maintenance.  Features: works in oxygen deficient and oxygen enriched 
environments - LEL sensor is immune to sensor poisons such as H2S & silicone - fails to safe - full data 
logging at one second intervals - one button operation - large, easy to read, high viewing angle display 
- durable - compatible with MGC Simple Clip Dock or MGC Simple Clip Dock Wall Mount. 

Tests for H2S, CO, O2 & combustible gases (LEL)

2 year life 3 year life

gascliptech.com • +1.972.775.7577 • Toll-free: 1.877.525.0808 
email: info@gascliptech.com

Gas Clip Technologies’ continued development and refinement of advanced low-power photometric         
infrared technology for LEL measurement helps make gas detection simpler and safer than ever.
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Multi Gas Clip Simple  &  Multi Gas Clip Simple Plus 

Multi Gas Clip Infrared

Multi Gas Clip Pump Infrared

Detectors, docking stations, and accessories sold through distributors worldwide.

*NEW*

GCT FOP v3.03

Multi Gas Detectors
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Gas Clip Technologies Clip Docks save time & gas by performing bump tests and calibrations 
on 4 detectors at once with 1 stream of gas.  Snap detectors into the bays, push the Bump 
Test button, and detectors are ready to go in a minute or less.  It’s that easy!  These simple 
to use docking stations each feature a built-in gas cylinder compartment with regulator & 
pressure gauge for quick & efficient operation.  Removable 4 GB USB memory stick inside 
the gas compartment logs bump tests, calibrations, gas readings & events allowing your 
company to do its own detailed analysis anytime. GCT Clip Docks can be used to easily 
perform firmware updates & detector feature customizations. The rechargeable lithium 
battery allows for complete portability, dock charging cord is included.  GCT Clip Docks are 
housed in rugged cases that go where you need them to go.  GCT Clip Docks are available 
in a wall mount version that can be set on a surface or mounted in a convenient location.

GCT Clip Docks, portable or wall mount, are available for:
Multi Gas Clip IR/Multi Gas Clip Pellistor    -    MGC Simple/MGC Simple Plus
MGC Pump IR/MGC Pump Pellistor    -    Single Gas Clip/Single Gas Clip Plus.

Eliminate downtime with this ultra-reliable portable gas detector.  The Single Gas Clip meets 
all needs with adjustable alarm set points & real-time gas reading capability.  Each detector is 
quality tested to ensure day after day dependable performance. Compatible with the industry’s 
easiest to use docking station the Single Gas Clip Dock or Single Gas Clip Dock Wall Mount.

Tests for H2S, CO or O2

When this durable detector is not in use, the life extending hibernate mode allows the            
detector’s life clock to be stopped temporarily.  There is no minimum hibernation time required 
in order to extend the detector’s life, so every minute hibernated is a minute saved.  It features 
all of the durable and dependable qualities of the Single Gas Clip.  Compatible with Single Gas 
Clip Dock or Single Gas Clip Dock Wall Mount.

Tests for H2S or CO

Portable gas detectors you can count on

Detectors, docking stations, and accessories 
sold through distributors worldwide.
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Single Gas Clip

Single Gas Clip Plus

Single Gas Clip Dock 
Wall MountMulti Gas Clip Dock

    Distributed by:

GCT FOP v3.03

Single Gas Detectors

Compatible All-In-One Docking Stations


